
£17.95

A lovely nose of tropical fruits intermingled with white flowers.
On the palate, it is fresh and fruity with well-balanced crisp
acidity and a pleasant finish 

Vistamar Brisa, Sauv Blanc  1
Chile (2021) 13%

WHITE
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£17.95

A fruity red displaying red and plummy fruits, with rounded
tannins creating a soft mouthfeel.

Vistamar Brisa, Merlot  2
Chile (2020) 13%

£18.95

Expect classic baked apple and zippy citrus aromas with soft,
delicate apple fruit on the palate balanced by crisp acidity. It's
definitely on the lighter side yet there is still some real weight
and character to the body.

Cape Heights, Chenin Blanc  2
South Africa (2021) 12%

£20.50

Dark berries, raisins, black cherry and red liquorice. It is very
round with aromas and flavours of chocolate and anise. Soft
sweet tannins add to its lushness. 

Piantaferro, Primitivo  4
Italy (2020/21)  13.5%

£19.95

Ripe orchard fruits on the nose with hints of honey and peach.
Lightly spicy with good weight and texture - balanced by fresh
citrus acidity and baked apple and pear notes. 

Minini, Pinot Grigio  1
Italy (2019)  12%

£24.95

Colourful and lightly perfumed with big, juicy blackberry
flavours, and overtones of plum and black cherry. 

Don Aparo, Malbec  3
Argentina (2020) 14%

RED

£20.95

This always shows prominent tangerine notes on the nose, and
this vintage also shows intense grapefruit, lime and hints of
spice. Refreshingly unoaked, citrus and white peach flavours
combine with a clean, bright and linear mineral finish.

Last Stand, Chardonnay  3
Australia (2021)  13%

£22.50

This attractively fruity Shiraz has concentrated mulberry and
black pepper notes combined with soft plummy fruit flavours
and smooth savoury tannins. 

Last Stand, Shiraz  3
Australia (2021)  14%

£25.95

Fresh and fragrant, the nose shows nectarine, mango, melon and
limey characters, leading to a bright and juicy palate. This is
your archetypal Marlborough Sauvignon.

Snapper Rock, Sauvignon Blanc  3
New Zealand (2021) 13%

£40.95

Fresh, flinty nose then vibrant, fleshy fruit with a core of
excellent quality Chardonnay and tight, mineral backbone.

Domaine de la Motte, Chablis  1
France (2021) 13%

ROSE
£19.95

Gently rounded palate with ripe orchard fruit and a delicate hint
of redcurrants. Incisive, zesty citrus fruit with lively acidity. 

II Caggio, Pinot Rose  3
Italy (2021)  12%

£19.95

Ripe watermelon and strawberries on the palate. The perfect
balance of sweetness and crispness.

Big Top Rose, Zinfandel  5
USA (2020)  10%

£25.95

Vibrant plum and cherry aromas combine with woody, herbal
notes. The palate is complex with juicy bramble fruit, black
pepper, and lifted savoury characters. 

Artesa Organic, Rioja  2
Spain (2019)  14%

£31.95

Classic Bordeaux, ripe, soft and spicy with wild bramble
flavours, tasty tannins and a lovely gutsy character. Aged for 18
months in the Chateaux cellars. 

Chateau Baron Bellevue  2
France (2014)  13%

SPARKLING

£30.95

Pale straw yellow colour with greenish relfections. Presenting fine
and persistent bubbles and showing fresh fruit and white
flowers on the palette. 

Le Magnolie, Prosecco Extra Dry NV  2
Italy 11%

£48.95

The Brut Imperial embodies Moet & Chandon's unique style,
distinguished by its bright fruitiness, its seductive palate and its
impressive depth and elegance. 

Moet & Chandon Imperial
France  12%
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£23.95

Complex exotic fruits and soft spicy notes. Well structured with
pleasant acidity. Beautiful fruitiness with mineral notes and a
delicate explosion of fruit on the palate.

Vincola Tombacco, Pecorino  1
Italy (2020) 13.5%

£25.50

This structured wine is complex with enjoyable hints of cherry
and red berry notes, followed by a marked vanilla and spicy
note. Elegant, warm and full bodied with good length and
persistence on the palete.

Vincola Tombacco, Aglianico  2
Italy (2020)  14%

£29.95

A fresh prosecco with perfumed aromas of wildflowers and
white fruits.

Definition, Prosecco DOC, Treviso
Italy 11%

£26.95

A sophisticated classic Sauvignon Blanc with intense aromas of
ripe tropical fruits and hints of gooseberries, accompanied by
vibrant acidity and a clean finish.

Mamaku, Sauvignon Blanc  3
New Zealand (2019) 12.5%

Scale   1   to  5   Dry to Sweet


